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A method is given for computing the generating function for a sequence of polynomials 
representing 8 growing crystal. The younger twin of this paper presented a non-constructive proof 
that the generating function is rational. 
Introduction 
This paper presents an alternative solution to the problem solved in [ 11. This 
installment is much more constructive than the first, and the reader primarily 
interested in computational methods hould study just this second version. For this 
reason, this paper is made self-contained by repeating the definitions. 
The basic cells which constitute the crystals are k-tuples of integers; thus, the set 
of all cells is Zk where Z is the set of integers, and Xk is the set of k-tuples of any set 
X. A crystal is a finite subset of Zk, but the crystals studied here are formed 
inductively as follows. Let A and D be finite subsets of Z!kt let Co= A, and for each 
t E N (IN is the set of non-negative integers) Cl+ 1 = Cr + D, where X+ Y = 
{x+y:x~X,y~ Y} for all X, Y G Zk. Actually, the objects of interest are sequences 
(A, A + D, A + D+ D, . . . ) which may be viewed as a growing crystal. The growth 
process begins with an initial hub A, and new stages are formed by adding the 
increment set D to each of the cells in the previous tage. For example, if D contains 
the all-zero k-tuple 0 together with at least one other element, then the crystal retains 
a cell in all subsequent s ages once it appears at some stage. Provided an appropriate 
notion of connectivity has been defined, the crystal growth metaphor seems most 
valid when (9~ D. If 84 D, the growth pattern of the crystal may display various 
properties. For example, a growing crystal might look like an expanding wave 
(k = 2, A = { (O,O)), D = { (0, l), (l,O))), or like a pulsating-expanding square (k = 2, 
A = ((O,O)), D= {(O,l),(O, -l),(l,O),(-l,O)}). (See Figs. l(a), (b); The “ghosts” sf 
predecessor cells are shown also at each stage.) By the way, these two examples also 
demonstrate that the rate of growth of the volume of a growing crystal may have 
various orders of magnitude (n and n2 for the expanding wave and pulsating- 
expanding square respectively) 
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Our main result is that growing crystals form rational sequences. I’he best way to 
understand what is meant by this is to introduce generating functions. Let 
Fig. l(a). An expanding wave. 
x=(x1,..., xk) be a k-tuple of indeterminants, and for each v = (VI, . . . , wk) E Ek let 
w(v) =x”=$ l ** xp. Also, for each Crc Zk, let w(v) = Cqve V) w(v) for V#0, and let 
w(0) = 0. Now the generating function 
(1) 
completely describes a growing crystal. Zn fact, for t E M, VE Zt, f(w, t) =0 unless 
v E C,, in which casef(v, t) = 1. To say a growing crystal is rationat means that F is 
rational; that is, there exist polynomials G, H such that H = G x F. (G x F is the 
Cauchy product.) The first proof of this result (given in [l]) involved a specific 
polynomial G, but the existence of H was demonstrated by a non-constructive 
proof. The proof of the rationality of F presented here shows how H can be 
computed. For example, this method can be used to show that the generating 
function for the pulsating-expanding square is 
xy(1 - zZ) 
(1 -xz)(l -yz)(x-Z)(Y-2) 
(2) 
. 
where X, y have been used in place of XI, x2 respectively. 
The new proof 
Let A, D be finite subsets of Zk; it will be convenient o have the elements of these 
sets listed in some arbitrary linear order, say lexicographical (defined below), and let 
(al , . . . , anl), (4 , . . . , dn) be the listings of A and D respectively. Define 
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Fig. l(h). A pulsating-expanding square. 
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for each UEA, CE M? It is easy to prove by induction on t that v E CI if and only if 
there exist 4 E A, CE W such that Q(4, c) = (v, t). We think of c in this context as an a- 
representcrlion. The major difficulty in computing the generating function F is that 
the elementi of G generally have more than one representation. Our approach isto 
define certain @-representations t  be ‘8extras” so that for all te IN, each VE Ct has 
exactly one non-extra representation associated with it. Then F is formed by 
summing appropriate weights of non-extra representations. 
We need two order rela‘ions defined on MB. Domination, a partial order a is 
defined for u, v E IN”, u s v just when UiS vi for all i= 1, . . . , n. Lexicographic?!, a 
linear order, is defined for u, VE W, UQ v just when Ui= Vi for i= 1, . . . , h, but 
uh+r<vh+t for some $ Oshsn. Now CEW is defined to be an extra a- 
representation (called an a-extra) just when either there exists a% A with a’aa and 
there exists C’E W such that &a,~) = ,Q(&c’) or there exists C’E IN” with c’ac such 
that Q(CF, c)=~(a&). Let E4 denote the set of all a-extras. It follows immediately 
from this definition that each VE Ct has exactly one non-extra representation for all 
& IN. Thus, if we define 
w&j = w(a)w(cldl + l + cnd&cl + *_ + ‘n 
for all aeA, CE iW, then 
F(x,z)= c c w,(c) = c c wuw- c c w7w. 
atzA caN"\E,, aeA CEN” aEA CEE, 
It is a routine job to show that 
E C w&) = C w(a) fl (1 -x%)- *, 
aeA CEN” aeA deD 
SO we can use (3) to get an expression for F provided we can calculate 
(3) 
(4) 
for each a E A. To do this, we require the following result concerning the structure 
of Ea. 
Lemma 1. Ea is an uppw end in (W, s); that is, if u E E4 and u s v, then v E Ea. 
Proof. Suppose UEE~ and u<v, then there exists r&P with r#O such that 
u + r= V. If u E E@ because there exists an element U’E A with a’ aa and there exists 
some U’ E b-4” with g(a’, u’) = &a, u), then @(a’, u’ + r) = &a, u + r) = &a, v), so v is an 
a-extra for the same reason u is. If UE Ea because there exists U’E IV with u’au such 
that @(a, u’) = &a, u), then &a, u’ + r) = &a, u + r) =&a, v), and v is again an a-extra 
for the same reason that u is. This completes the proof. 
It is a well-known fact that (IN “, S) is a quasi-order, that is, every infinite subset S 
of Nn has some pair of elements u, v E S with u c v. A simple consequence of this is 
that (IV, S) has no infinite collection of pairwise incomparable elements. In 
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particular, Ma, the set of minimal elements of1G0, isa set of incomparable elements, 
SO Ma is finite. One way to,describe & is to say that &consists of all elements of W 
which dominate at least one element of Ma. This description also makes it possible 
to calculate a closed-form expression for (5) using a we@hted version of the 
inclusion-exclusion formula. (See Ryser [2).) To make this application, more 
notation is needed. 
Again, it is well-known that the quasi-order (ftP, s) is a lattice where the join and 
meet of two elements u,v~N” are ~~v=(max{~~,vl},...,max{u~,~~}) and U/W= 
(min{ut, VI}, .. . , min{ un, IQ,}) respectively. We write VS for the join of the elements 
of a finite subset Sof IP. Also, let (S) denote the set of all elements of IN” which 
dominate at least one element of S. Also, if S = 0, let (S) = M? If u, v, . . . E N”, then 
it is easy to check that (u)n(v)W•=(V{u,v,...}). Since (u,v,...)=(u)U 
(v) u ‘.., we have Eel= (Ma) =UtueM.) (u) . Now the weighted version of the 
inclusion-exclusion f rmula can be applied to obtain 
c w&) =- c (-W’ c h(C). 
CEF, SSM, CE (VS, 
S+@ 
Furthermore, for all u E N” it is easy to check that 
c w,(c) = wa(u) n (l-X%) - ‘. 
CE (u) dcD 
(7) 
Combining (3), (4), (a), and (7) yields the main result. 
Theorem 1. F(x, z) = H(x, z)/G(x, z) where 
H(x, z) = C (- l)‘s’wtzN~), (8) 
SEM, 
G(x, z) = d& (1 - Pi)- 
It may happen that G and H have a non-trivial common factor, so F= H/G may not 
be in reduced form. Also, (8) is not as explicit as one might wish, because it is not 
clear how one computes &. In practice this seems to present no difficulty however. 
Perhaps the following example will shed some light on this. 
Let A = {(QO)}, D= {(-lJV,(O, -1X(4 l),(l,Q}, and put 
-1 0 0 1 
c= o-110, 
[ 1 WI 1 1 1 1 
where columns of C correspond t.9 the elements ofD with 1 appended. Elements of 
h14 and Z4 are viewed as 4 x 1 matrices for the moment. Now VE !N4 is an extra just 
when there exists ue hJ4 with u a v and Cu = Cv. Another way to put this is that 
Cm 0 (8 der.otes the null vector) with r~ E4, r = u - v, u, v E M4# u Q v. Conventional 
linear algebra gives r = col[j, -j, -j, j], j E Z if and only if Cr= 8. Thus, 
u1= VI +j, u2 + j = v2, uj + j = v3, u4 = v4 + j, (11) 
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and since u a v, j must be positive. The smallest olution is given by taking j = 1 and 
selecting Uir vi as minimal non-negative integers satisfying (11). The extra produced 
is (I,O, 4 l), and it is easy to see that all other extras (necessarily produced 
dominate this one. Hence, the generating function is 
bY (W) 
which agrees with (2) if x1 =x, ~2 =y is used in place of x = (x1,x2) in (12). 
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